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[Japan Rail Pass]
Ordinary 7 Days, 14 Days, 21 Days
Green 7 Days, 14 Days, 21 Days
Tour Code: JTL191-JTL196
* Information

Tour Name
Visiting
Departure
Theme
Price Valid

Price
(Pass Type)

Overview

Note

To Make
Reservation

[Japan Rail Pass]
Ordinary 7 Days,14 Days, 21 Days / Green 7 Days,14 Days,21 Days
Japan
Daily
Pass
Apr. 09, 2018 – Apr. 15, 2018 (USD TO JPY: 1 USD = 101.8217 JPY)
Product Code
Product Name
Adult
Child (6-11 yrs)
JTN101
Ordinary 7 Days
$286
$143
JTN102
Ordinary 14 Days
$456
$228
JTN103
Ordinary 21 Days
$583
$292
JTN104
Green 7 Days
$382
$191
JTN105
Green 14 Days
$619
$309
JTN106
Green 21 Days
$804
$402
* Children aged 0-5 years old are not required to have a JR PASS in order to get on JR trains.
However they are not entitled to get a seat.
*The above are USD ($) prices for a JAPAN RAIL PASS Exchange Order; the actual cost in local currency
is calculated based on the Banker’s Selling Rate (BSR), etc. at the time the Exchange Order is issued. Note
that the purchase exchange rate may differ from the exchange rate in effect when you actually visit Japan.
*The local currency price, applicable exchange rate, and issue date for an Exchange Order are specified on
the Exchange Order itself.
*Children who are age 6 through 11 as of the date on which the exchange order is issued are eligible for
child PASS prices.
*Price subject to change without notice due to foreign exchange rate.
JAPAN RAIL PASS, a joint offering of the six companies comprising the Japan Railways Group (JR Group),
is the most economical means of travelling throughout Japan by rail. There are some restrictions on use; for
example, JAPAN RAIL PASS cannot be used for travel on NOZOMI and MIZUHO trains on the
Tokaido, Sanyo, and Kyushu Shinkansen lines.
* Foreign Traveler who visit Japan for temporary visitor status can use this pass.
Not allow Japanese Passport holder.
* $25 Service fee (shipping & etc) must charge per order unless office visits.
* All sales prices are subject to change anytime without any notice due to foreign exchange rate.
* Once you purchase the pass the rate will be lock with sales price.
* All cancellations fees being applied by HanaTour USA, Inc. and subject to a cancellation fee of
20% of the total charged costs. Cancellations must be communicated with HanaTour USA, Inc.
-Select Pass Type
-Estimated Pass use Date
-Name (Same as appear on Passport)
-Passport number
-Nationality
-Date of Birth
-Gender
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1. Foreign tourist visiting Japan from abroad for sight-seeing, under the entry status of “temporary
visitor.”
⇒ Temporary Visitor entry status, according to Japanese Immigration Law, allows a stay in Japan of 15
days or 90 days for “sight-seeing, etc. ”If you apply for a “stay for sight-seeing” when you enter Japan, entry
personnel will stamp your passport as “Temporary Visitor,” as shown below. *In order to receive or use
JAPAN RAIL PASS, your passport must bear this stamp or sticker. If you use an automated gate, no stamp
will be applied to your passport. Either use a manned automated gate or ask a clerk to apply the stamp to
your passport.

Examples of the “Temporary Visitor” entry status stamp

Who eligible for
Japan Rail
Pass?

Caution: Even if you visit Japan with an Exchange Order, to be turned in for a JAPAN RAIL PASS, the
exchange cannot be made unless you have “Temporary Visitor” status; if you enter Japan under any
other official status, such as “Trainee,” “Entertainer,” or “Reentry Permit,” you cannot change the
Exchange Order for a JAPAN RAIL PASS. Please note that according to strict interpretation of the
Japanese Immigration Law, “Temporary Visitor” status differs even from other types of stays that are also
for only short time periods.
2. Japanese people living abroad who meet the following conditions.
⇒ If you need more detail information, kindly let us know. We will give you the detail document. (Eligibility
requirements that will be in effect from June 1, 2017)
Caution 1-2: Customers who do not meet either of the conditions (1), (2) above will not be able to
purchase an Exchange Order or exchange one for a PASS. In addition, if the documentation customers
prepare does not meet the conditions for eligibility, they will not be allowed to purchase an Exchange
Order or exchange it for a PASS.
※ Please confirm that the issued date for both your “Overseas Residential Registration” and your
“Certificate of Overseas Residence” is prior to the purchase date of your Exchange Order (and within the
last 6 months).
(The “Overseas Residential Registration” and “Certificate of Overseas Residence” you presented at the
time you purchased your Exchange Order must also be presented when exchanged it for a PASS.)
<For individuals who possess passports issued by both Japan and another country＞
In accordance with the Japanese Immigration Law, please present your Japanese passport to
immigration when entering the country. In this case, your Japanese passport and “documentation
verifying your stay in another country for 10 or more consecutive years, such as a certificate issued by a
government office overseas” will be required.
※ As a general rule, Exchange Orders cannot be purchased and JAPAN RAIL PASSES cannot be
exchanged for young children who have spent less than 10 years living in another country. (There are
some exceptions. Please confirm the details above.)
【Validity period】

Pass Rule

* The validity period of a JAPAN RAIL PASS is the consecutive 7, 14, or 21 days beginning on the date the
PASS is first used.
* If you have purchased an Exchange Order in a country other than Japan, you must turn in your Exchange
Order to obtain your JAPAN RAIL PASS within three months from the date the Exchange Order was issued
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(for example, an Exchange Order issued on April 15 would have to be turned in by July 14). At that time,
you have to specify the date that you want to start using the PASS. It can be any date within one month
from the date the PASS is received.
* Once the PASS has a starting date written on it, the date cannot be changed.
【Important note】
* The turn in period of the JR Pass is within 90 days, starting from the date stamped on the voucher. (You
may select the beginning date of use within 30 days from the exchange.)
* JR Pass exchange offices and Travel Service Centers' service hours are subject to change or
discontinuation without notice.
* A voucher that has not been turned in for a JR Pass can be returned to HanaTour USA office, within one
year of the date of issue for a refund. In such case a 20% cancellation fee will be subtracted from the
refund. A voucher cannot be refunded if lost, stolen, damaged, or otherwise rendered unusable. HanaTour
USA will not be responsible for lost, stolen, damaged, or otherwise rendered unusable voucher.
*The JAPAN RAIL PASS is not valid for any seats, reserved or non-reserved, on “NOZOMI” and “MIZUHO”
trains on the Tokaido, Sanyo and Kyushu Shinkansen lines. (The pass holders must take “HIKARI,”
“SAKURA,” “KODAMA,” or “TSUBAME” trains.)
*If you use a “NOZOMI” or “MIZUHO” train, you must pay the basic fare and the limited express charge, and
for a Green Car the Green Car surcharge. In addition, if you use the Gran Class car of the Tohoku
Shinkansen, you must pay the limited express charge and the Gran Class car surcharge.
*Passengers using JR trains on non-JR lines must pay additional fares and charges for sections traveled on
such lines. Some JR trains use the lines of private railways for direct services.
*The JAPAN RAIL PASS is not valid for any seats, reserved (incl. Green Car) or non-reserved, on
“NOZOMI” and “MIZUHO” trains.
*There are no Green Cars on most “HIKARI” and “KODAMA” trains on the Sanyo Shinkansen line (ShinOsaka―Hakata), or on some “SAKURA” and “TSUBAME” Series 800 trains on the Kyushu Shinkansen
line.
*If you use a “DX Green” (operated by JR Kyushu), you must pay the limited express charge in addition to
the DX Green charge.
*If you use the Green Class car, only the basic fare is covered with your JAPAN RAIL PASS for both Green
Car and Ordinary Cars and you must pay the limited express charge and the Gran Class car surcharge
additionally.
・Private Compartments are available on some “HIKARI” trains on the Sanyo Shinkansen line.
・Green Private Compartments are on certain limited express trains, such as “Super-view Odoriko.”
・Use of “Home Liner” and other “liner” trains requires an additional charge.
*Please contact HanaTour USA for any questions or concerns about JR Pass.
*Once you purchase the pass, the rate will be lock with sales price.
*All cancellations fees being applied by HanaTour USA, Inc. and subject to a cancellation fee of 20% of the
total charged costs. Cancellations must be communicated with HanaTour USA, Inc.
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